
7th grade AMI: Week of April 27 - May 1  
 

Name: _______________________________ 
 

Math AMI      Teacher (circle one):  Burnett OR Englerth 

 
Proportional Relationships and Percentages 
 
By the time you complete this review, you should be able to: 
1. Solve problems using proportional relationships, including those with 
fractions and decimals 
2. Solve percent problems involving taxes, tips, discounts, and percent change. 
 
Monday, April 27th 
 
Once upon a time, there were three cousins, Pam, Cam, and Sam, who all bought 
the same video game for the same price: $25.  But they paid three different total 
amounts because of where they live.  How could this be?  
 
Can you recall sales receipts you’ve seen.  Have you ever bought an item and 
found there was an extra cost? Check out this sample receipt: 
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Notice the subtotal and tax lines.  We have learned in class that sales tax is a 
percentage of the price that is added to the original cost.  Each state decides how 
much sales tax to charge on certain items; states use the money to pay for public 
services like roads and schools.  Some states also have city or other local sales 
taxes added to the state sales tax.  Let’s review how calculate sales tax from 
different states on the game:  
 
• Pam : Maine sales tax is 5.5%, which adds $1.38 for a total price of $26.38.  
Step 1: $25 × 0.055 = $1.375.  
Step 2: $25 + $1.375 = $26.38  rounded.  
 
• Cam : Indiana sales tax is 7%, which adds $1.75 for a total price of $26.75.  
 
• Sam : New Orleans, Louisiana, has state taxes and local taxes that add up to a 
sales tax percentage of 9.45%, which adds $2.36 for a total price of $27.36. 
 
You try to “Figure Out the Sales Tax”! Find the sales tax on different items— then 
learn a quick mental math strategy for calculating percentages. 
 
Directions: Roll a number cube (aka: dice) and write the number in the sales tax 
percentage column. Continue rolling the number cube again until you have 
filled the column. Use a calculator to find how much sales tax will be added, and 
the total cost. 
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Tuesday, April 28th 
 
Directions: Take it further. Write your answers on the lines below.  

 What is the amount of a 1% sales tax on the video game that costs $39.00?  
 

 
 

What is 1% of the $11.00 markers?  
 

 
 

What pattern do you observe? 

____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________ 
 

TIPS  : 
• Use mental math to quickly find 1% of a number: Move the decimal point two spaces to the left, which is 
equivalent to dividing the number by 100. Once you have 1%, you can double it to find 2%, etc.  
• To double-check that you’re moving the decimal in the correct direction, remember that you want to 
end up with a number that is smaller than the original number, since 1% is just a small amount of the 
whole.  

 

Final challenge: Now that you can find a 1% and 2% sales tax, how can you use 

mental math  to find 3%, 4%, 5%, and 6% tax? 

____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________ 
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Wednesday, April 29th 
 
Saving Money by Finding the Better Buy: How can we use our financial resources 
effectively by calculating the better buy? 
 
Suppose you are shopping for your favorite candy, horseradish-flavored gummy 
slugs, at a supermarket.  A 12-ounce bag costs $5.16 while a 9-ounce bag costs 
$4.14.  Which bag is the better buy?  
 
How  would you determine the answer? Calculating a unit price  for each bag will 
make it easier to compare the value of the two bags.  In this case, since both bags 
contain a given number of ounces, the unit price will be cost per ounce.  
 
$5.16/12 = $.43 per ounce while $4.14/9 = $.46 per ounce, so the 12-ounce bag is 
the better buy. This is true, even though the out-of-pocket cost of the larger bag 
is greater.  
 
Consider this situation: A regular-size 2.5-liter bottle of Cranky Cola costs $1.38 
while the mega-size 4-liter bottle costs $1.98. Which is the better buy? In this 
case, the unit price is cost per liter. For the regular-size bottle, the cost per liter is 
$1.38/2.5 = $.552. For the mega-size bottle, the cost per liter is $1.98/4 = $.495, so 
the mega-size bottle is the better buy. 
 
Try these situations involving snacks at a rest stop (be sure to show your work): 
 

1.  Your favorite snack, peanut butter pretzels, is available in a 15-ounce size 
for $4.05. The 32-ounce size sells for $8.32. Which size is the better buy?  
 
  
 

2. 2 You’re getting thirsty! You can buy a six-pack of 16-ounce cans of juice 
for $5.76 or the 64-ounce bottle for $2.56. Which is the better buy?  
 
 
 

3.  The regular-size pack of chocolate clusters is 18 pieces for $1.98. The 
economy size is 72 pieces for $5.94. Which is the better buy?  
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Thursday, April 30th:  
 
Saving Money With Discounts:  Have you ever seen merchandise “on sale” at 
stores, and really considered how the sales work? In the case of percentage-of 
sales, the percentage-of is multiplied by the original selling price to determine 
the amount of the discount . The discount is then subtracted from the original 
price to determine the new selling price. Let’s look at an example: 
 
A sweater originally costing $120 is selling for 30% of.  First, convert 30% to the 
decimal .30 and multiply it by $120 to determine a discount of $36.  The 
discounted selling price is the original price ($120) minus the amount of the 
discount ($36) or $84.  
 
Let’s determine the new selling price of a $49 jar of wasabi-coated raisins on sale 
for 25% off.  (Pause here and try on your own.)  
First, convert 25% to the decimal .25 and multiply it by the original cost ($49) to 
find the discount of $12.25. The sales price is the original price of $49 minus the 
$12.25 discount or $36.75. 
 
Try finding discount accommodations: 
 

4. Darren’s Discount Motel offers a 27% discounted rate for stays of a week or 
more. If you stay for eight nights and the usual rate is $125 per night, how 
much will you pay in total?  
 
 
 
 
 

5. Igloos Unlimited charges $150 per night, with a 50% discount for every 
night after the third night. If you stay for eight nights, how much will you 
pay?  
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6. Hannah’s Houseboats, which usually charges $100 per night, is now 
offering a discount. If you stay eight nights and pay a total of $560, what 
percentage discount did you receive? 

 
 
 
 

7. Which deal is the most cost-effective? ___________________________________ 
 
 
Friday, May 1st:  
 
Taking Fixed and Variable Costs Into Account to Determine the Better Buy: 
Consider this problem: The two coffeehouses in town have live music and serve 
tasty coffee drinks.  One of them, Mandrake’s, charges $5 for admission and 
$2.75 for each drink. The other coffeehouse, Petunia’s, charges $12 for admission 
and drinks are no extra charge.  If you expect to drink three cups of coffee, which 
coffeehouse’s charge structure is the better buy?  
 
How would you calculate the answer? The cost at Mandrake’s is the $5 admission 
plus three drinks at $2.75 each ($8.25) for a total of $13.25. The cost at Petunia’s is 
a flat $12, so Petunia’s is the better buy. For either coffeehouse, there is an 
admission charge that doesn’t change, no matter how much coffee is consumed. 
This charge is considered a fixed cost because it doesn’t vary. The $2.75 cost per 
cup of coffee at Mandrake’s is considered a variable cost  because it changes with 
the number of cups of coffee consumed.  Do you think Mandrake’s could ever be 
the better buy???  
 
The correct answer is: yes, if two or fewer cups of coffee are consumed. The 
admission charge of $5 plus two cups of coffee at $2.75 each ($5.50) equals 
$10.50, which is less than the $12 admission cost at Petunia’s.  
 
Let’s determine the better buy for the following scenario: Your parents want to 
hire a clown for your little brother’s birthday.  Jokey Joey charges $100 to appear 
plus $2.50 for each balloon animal he makes. Sunny Susie charges $140 to 
appear with no extra fee for balloons. Your brother has invited nine guests. 
Assuming he wants a balloon animal too, which clown is the better buy? 
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Joey is a little less expensive than Susie for 10 children—his fixed cost of $100 
plus variable costs of $25 for 10 balloon animals (10 times $2.50) is a total cost of 
$125. At $140, Susie is more expensive.  How many guests would have to be 
invited for Susie to be the same price as Joey? 
 
Comparing fixed costs, Susie’s fee is $40 more ($140 - $100). With variable costs 
at $2.50 per balloon animal, the $40 difference/$2.50 = 16.  So with 16 guests, 
each clown would charge the same amount.  
 
Let’s look at some “Deals on Wheels”. 
 

8. To reduce wear and tear on the family vehicle, you decide to rent a car. 
Happy Harry’s Rentals has a $500 fee for any rental up to eight days. 
Smilin’ Sam’s offers the same car for $200 plus $50 per day. Which deal is 
better?  

 
 
 
 
 

9. If you decide to rent a car for fewer days, which deal is better?  
 
 
 
 
 

10.Both Harry’s and Sam’s offer bikes for your family of four to rent. For 
eight days, Harry’s charges a flat fee of $30 per bike. Sam’s has a 
processing charge of $10 per bike, and then charges $3 per day per bike. 
Which is the better deal? 
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Extensions: 
 
Students can build their knowledge of common financial literacy terms with our 
digital flashcards, which include definitions and examples; available in study 
mode and quiz mode at scholastic .com/regions/cashcards. 
 
 
Students can watch Scholastic Study Jams video about percents and sales tax: 
bit.ly/2OPRjIN 
 
 
Students can go to http://www.scholastic.com/regions/game6-8/ and play “The 
Bigge$t Bang for Your Buck”. 
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Science AMI Monday, April 27th McFarland 
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Tuesday, April 28th Atoms and Elements 
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Friday, May 1 Atoms and Elements 
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Arkansas History/Geography AMI 
 
Read the descriptions of the games Native 
American kids would play. Then complete the sheet 
on the next page.  Try and get your parents or 
siblings to play the games with you.  
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The kids would play games to help them 
develop skills that would benefit them later in life.  

 
The game of lacrosse is thought to have come 

from early Native Americans.  
  
The Native American tribe known as the Iroquois created lacrosse centuries ago. It 
was originally called stickball because it was played with a ball and a stick. The first 
European account of stickball was made by a French Jesuit missionary in 1637. 

 
The name was later changed to the French word la crosse (the stick). Native peoples 
played lacrosse to honor the Creator because it was his gift to them. Today, 
members of the Onondaga Nation, which is an Iroquois tribe, still refer to lacrosse as 
the Creator's Game. 

 
Originally, "stickball" was played as a tribute to the Creator. Over the years, the game 
has been for recreational purposes. But even when it is played for fun, the Iroquois 
consider it a spiritual and healing sport. 
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English AMI 
 

Madam C.J. Walker 
Have you ever thought about inventing something that would be essential to your way of life? 

What about becoming a millionaire in the process?  Madam C.J. Walker accomplished this feat 

and experienced this feeling!  She was one of the first American born women to become a 

self-made millionaire.  She achieved this through inventing and marketing unique hair-care 

products. 

On December 23, 1867, Sarah Breedlove (later Madam C.J. Walker) came into the world in 

Delta, Louisiana.  She was the first child in her family to be born free, as her parents were born 

slaves and later gained their freedom.  Unfortunately, young Sarah became an orphan at the 

age of 7. She then had to go live with her sister, Louvinia, and her brother-in-law.  The three of 

them ultimately moved to Vicksburg, Mississippi.  Sarah spent a lot of time in Mississippi picking 

cotton.  

Sarah married early, at the age of 14, to a man named Moses McWilliams.  She gave birth to 

her daughter, A’Lelia, two years later.  Moses died young, when Sarah was only 22, so she and 

A’Lelia moved to St. Louis, Missouri, to be with her brothers.  At the time, her brothers were 

working as barbers, and she planned to become a laundress.  Her pay, in St. Louis, was $1.50 a 

day.  Although it doesn’t sound like much, it was enough money to send her daughter to public 

school.  It was in St. Louis that she eventually met and married her second husband, Charles 

Walker, who was in advertising. 

During the 1890s, Sarah began suffering from a scalp condition that caused her to lose a lot of 

hair.  This could have been caused by Seborrheic eczema,  dermatitis, or even ringworm. This 

bothered Sarah quite a bit, so she decided to do something about it.  She experimented with 

numerous homemade, as well as store bought, hair products.  She worked hard, and by 1905 

she developed a whole line of hair-care products for African-Americans.   One product was 

“Hair Conditioning Cream” which softened hair.  She also invented a “Scalp Treatment” to 
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control itch, dandruff, and hair loss.  Two other products included a “Wonderful Hair Grower”, 

and a “Vegetable Based Shampoo”. Her husband helped her advertise the products, and 

encouraged her to call herself “Madam C.J. Walker”.  He believed this name was much more 

sophisticated, and would add respect and confidence to her product. 

Madam C.J. Walker’s entrepreneurship continued to surge.  By 1908, she opened her own 

factory and beauty school in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.  As the years went by, her profits added 

up to several million dollars.  She remained very interested in advancing the status of 

African-Americans.  In her later years, she became involved with many educational scholarship 

programs.  She is also renowned for donating the largest amount of money, from an 

African-American, for the creation of the YMCA in Indianapolis, Indiana.  She died from 

hypertension at the age of 51, in her home in New York. Hypertension is a condition that causes 

high blood pressure.  High blood pressure, in turn, can cause extensive damage to the heart, 

and if not treated, can result in death. 

 

1.  Place an “X”  before TWO statements that show WHY Sarah Breedlove moved to Missouri. 

__________ to start a line of hair care products 

__________ because her husband died 

__________ to find a better school for her daugter 

__________ because she ran out of money 

__________ to be with her brothers 

 

2.  Part A  - Which is the BEST adjective to describe Sarah Breedlove?  
A.  friendly 
B.  hardworking 
C.  resentful  
D.  indifferent  

 

3.  Part B – Place an “X” BEFORE the sentence that BEST shows the adjective in Part A. 
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__________During the 1890s, Sarah began suffering from a scalp condition that caused her to lose a lot 

of hair.  This could have been caused by Seborrheic eczema, dermatitis, or even ringworm. This 

bothered Sarah quite a bit, so she decided to do something about it.  ________She experimented with 

numerous homemade, as well as store bought, hair products.  She worked hard, and by 1905 she 

developed a whole line of hair-care products for African-Americans.   ________One product was “Hair 

Conditioning Cream” which softened hair.  She also invented a “Scalp Treatment” to control itch, 

dandruff, and hair loss.  Two other products included a “Wonderful Hair Grower”, and a “Vegetable 

Based Shampoo”. __________Her husband helped her advertise the products, and encouraged her to 

call herself “Madam C.J. Walker”.  He believed this name was much more sophisticated, and would add 

respect and confidence to her product. 

4.  Part A – Choose the correct meaning of the word, “entrepreneurship” as the author uses it.  
A.  The capacity and willingness to develop, organize and manage a business. 
B.  The creativity needed to research a product and learn about its characteristics.  
C.  The intelligence necessary to improve one’s own situation as well as the situations of others. 
D.  The ability to fight back when its seems like the whole world is conspiring against you. 

 

5.  Part B – Place an “X”  BEFORE the statement that helps the reader understand what the word 
“entrepreneurship” means.  

By 1908, she _______ opened her own factory and beauty school in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.  As the 

years went by, her profits added up to several million dollars.  She________ remained very interested in 

advancing the status of African-Americans.  In her later years, she ________ became involved with 

many educational scholarship programs.  She is also ________ renown for donating the largest 

amount of money, from an African-American, for the creation of the YMCA in Indianapolis, Indiana.  

6.  What motivated Sarah Breedlove to become interested in a haircare line of business? 
A.  She knew the haircare line was very profitable. 
B.  She knew she would be the first one to create a haircare product. 
C.  She wanted to advance the prospects of all African-Americans.  
D.  She developed a scalp condition and wanted to do something about it. 

 

 

 

7.  Place a check mark before the TWO statements that BEST reveal Sarah Breedlove’s contributions to 
African-Americans, as well as society as a whole. 
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__________ Sarah spent a lot of time in Mississippi picking cotton.  

__________ Sarah created many educational scholarship opportunities.  

__________ Sarah saved enough money to send her daughter to public schools.  

__________ Sarah’s portrait was chosen for a postage stamp. 

__________  Sarah made a large donation for the creation of a YMCA.  

 

8.  Select the central idea of the passage. 
A.  A young woman begins her own haircare line. 
B.  The importance of following through with goals in life.  
C.  Sarah Breedlove became Madam C.J. Walker. 
D.  The importance of earning a good income. 

 

9.  Number the following events in the correct order (1 – 5).  

_________ Sarah Breedlove became one of the first women to become a millionaire.  
 
_________ Sarah developed a scalp condition and worked toward finding a cure. 
 
_________ Sarah was the first person born in her family as a free person. 
 
_________ Sarah married Moses McWilliams and gave birth to A’Lelia. 
 
________ Sarah moved to Missouri to live with her brothers. 
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Read “Medgar Evers” and answer the questions. 
 

Medgar Evers 
(1) Medgar Evers was born on July 2, 1925 in Decatur, Mississippi, to a farming family. 

Evers left the family farm in 1943 to enlist in the United States Army.  While in the army, 

he fought in both France and Germany during World War II.  In 1946, he received an 

honorable discharge. 

(2) For most, this would be the culmination of a great career.  For Evers, this was just 

the beginning.  In 1948, he entered the Alcorn Agricultural and Mechanical College. 

Just a few years later, he married fellow student, Myrlie Beasley.  They eventually had 

three children together:  Darrell, Reena, and James.  

(3) Evers relocated to Philadelphia, Pennsylvania in 1952.  In Philadelphia, he began 

working as an insurance salesman.   He and his older brother, Charles Evers, also 

worked for the National Association for Color People (NAACP).  The NAACP is a civil 

rights organization formed in 1909 as a bi-racial organization to advance justice for 

African Americans. 

(4)  Eventually, Evers moved back to Mississippi.  This time he chose Jackson because 

he became the first state field secretary of the NAACP in Mississippi.  With his situation 

as field secretary, he recruited NAACP members throughout the state and organized 

voter-registration efforts, demonstrations, and economic boycotts of companies that 

practiced discrimination.  

(5) By 1955 Evers was the best known civil rights leader in Mississippi.  Unfortunately, 

this notoriety led to numerous threats towards him and his family, many of which were 

violent.  Evers became a victim of this violence on June 12, 1963, when he was 

assassinated in front of his house.  He was buried with full military honors in Arlington 

National Cemetery.  He was awarded the NAACP 1963 Spingarn Medal.  National 

outrage over Evers’ murder increased support for legislation that would become the 

Civil Rights Act of 1964. 
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1.  Part A - In Paragraph 2 of Medgar Evers, what does the word “culmination” 
mean? 
A. turning point 
B. justification 
C. conclusion 
D. triumph 
  
2.  Part B – Which sentence from Paragraph 2 BEST supports the answer in Part 
A? 
A.  For Evers, this was just the beginning.  
B.  In 1948, he entered the Alcorn Agricultural and Mechanical College.  
C.  Just a few years later, he married fellow student, Myrlie Beasley.  
D.  They eventually had three children together:  Darrell, Reena, and James.  
 
 
3.  Part A - Which character trait does Medgar Evers share with  
Madam C.J. Walker? 
A.  sense of humor 
B.  careful and persistent work ethic 
C.  resentful of government 
D.  neglectful of the poor in society 
  
 
  
4.  Part B - Place an “X”  BEFORE the sentence that BEST shows the answer in  

Part A. 

___________Eventually, Evers moved back to Mississippi.  __________This time he 

chose Jackson because he became the first state field secretary of the NAACP in 

Mississippi.  __________With his position as field secretary, he recruited NAACP 

members throughout the state and organized voter-registration efforts, demonstrations, 

and economic boycotts of companies that practiced discrimination.   __________By 

1955 Evers was the best known civil rights leader in Mississippi.  
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5.  Select the text structure of the article, “Medgar Evers”. 
A.  Description 
B.  Cause and Effect 
C.  Comparison and Contrast 
D.  Order and Sequence 
  
6.  Which is the definition of “situation” as used in Paragraph 4? 
A.  circumstance 
B.  location 
C.  position 
D. surroundings 
  
7.  What is the central idea of this article? 
A.  Medgar Evers gave his life fighting for equal rights. 
B.  A young man fights for civil rights. 
C.  Medgar Evers was an honorable family man. 
D.  A young man fought to make a difference.  
  
8.  Why did Medgar Evers move back to Mississippi? 
A.  to join the army 
B.  to work as an insurance salesman 
C.  to get married 
D.  to work as a field secretary 

 


